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Stronger for them, thanks to you
When we entered 2021, the uncertainty we faced was as high as it had been 
since the start of the pandemic. On the one hand, we wanted to return to 
a semblance of normal life. On the other hand, a new wave of COVID-19 
could erode our progress at any time. The uncertainty was particularly rough 
on teens also dealing with the challenges of adolescence. For many teens, 
it meant the possibility of returning to online learning, more disruption to 
their hobbies and routines and potential conflict at home. We witnessed 
the impacts on youth and parents first-hand, and we knew we had to take 
action. And that’s what we did.

Tel-jeunes rose to the challenge like never before to support teens, 
expanding its service offer and diversifying its outreach while always placing 
teens at the centre of its decision-making. Thanks to the positive response 
to our numerous initiatives, we were able to reaffirm the importance of 
giving teens a voice. This report is the result of a deep reflection on our 
organization and its impact. As you read through the pages, you will sense 
our desire to renew ourselves to better serve our mission. 

I have to highlight the exceptional work done by the team, who rallied 
enthusiastically around our new vision for Tel-jeunes. My sincerest thanks 
also go to the Government of Quebec and our many partners and donors, 
thanks to whom we’re able to continue innovating new and better ways to 
support youth and parents every day.

Céline Muloin  |  President and Executive Director



Since its foundation in 1991, Tel-jeunes has been a leading resource for 
teens in search of support. It has given them the reassurance of having 
someone they can talk to about what they’re going through without fear 
of being judged. Hundreds of thousands of young people across Quebec 
have benefitted from our free and anonymous service. 

In 2020, an empathetic study carried out with teens revealed that young 
people search for help in three different ways. Some seek out professional 
help, some want to talk about their experiences with their peers, and some 
prefer to find answers independently. For 30 years, Tel-jeunes has been 
there for teens who seek out help from a counsellor. But what about the 
teens who don’t? 

30 years supporting teens

A trusted ally that’s more accessible than ever 
Project 360 

To get this ambitious project off the 
ground, the team needed to grow! In the 

last year alone, our workforce grew by 

68% 
to support the development and 

implementation of our new services and 
strengthen our response capacity. 

In winter 2021, Quebec’s Ministry of Education named Tel-jeunes a key 
partner in its plan to support young people during the second year of the 
pandemic. This vital support enabled us to implement an ambitious plan: 
Project 360. 

The goal was to significantly increase the response capacity of our 
intervention centre and reach more teens with three new support services 
aimed at youth who are less likely to seek out help from a counsellor. Today 
Tel-jeunes is more than a help line, it’s also a platform where teens can talk 
to other teens and find answers independently.

THE INDEPENDENTTHE SOCIALTHE MENTEE 

A teen who prefers to find, 
by himself, the answers to his 

questions, his problems and his 
difficulties, mainly on the internet

A teen who wants the opportunity 
to read or hear from other  
teens and prefers to speak  

with their peers.

A teen who prefers to get help 
from a professional, either  
by text, chat or in person

Instead of being discouraged, our team was motivated by this question to imagine new ways we could reach 
more teens. We were a help line. What else could we be?

  THESE WERE THE QUESTIONS  
THAT INFORMED OUR REFLECTION  

THIS YEAR.

How do we stay relevant for teens 
 in Quebec in a context of increasingly  
rapid technological and social change? 

How do we adapt our services 
 to the different ways young people  

are seeking out help?



What an  
eventful year!
We’re excited to share our exciting journey of 
the last 12 months with you, a year in which Tel-
jeunes renewed itself and reaffirmed its mission. 
The journey began with a commitment to reach 
out to teens and have a sincere conversation 
with them about our organization. We put the 
future of Tel-jeunes in their hands, and what 
we see today is the undeniable result of what 
they’ve enabled us to build. We’d like to express 
our gratitude to our remarkable team, which 
held the fort over this eventful year. We’re 
so proud of the positive impact we’re already 
seeing from their months of hard work. It 
demonstrates that Tel-jeunes continues to play 
a vital role for teens. 

Vanessa Blouin    
Director of Quality, Performance and 
Partnerships 

Alexanne Bertrand    
Interim director 

The new  
Tel-jeunes platform 
There are many obstacles that might stop a teen from seeking help, like 
feeling embarrassed about discussing their feelings, fear of judgment, 
or fear of being misunderstood. Teens also often believe their problems 
aren’t serious enough to warrant professional help. 

Being able to talk to others who have been through similar situations, or 
to start researching solutions independently, represents an extremely 
valuable resource for many teens. To address these teens’ needs and be 
their trusted ally, we introduced the Espace TJ forum, Jeune d’expérience 
peer chat and personalized navigation portal on our website. 

TALK WITH A 
COUNSELLOR 

 FORUM
SHARE WITH A   

JEUNE D’EXPÉRIENCE

ONLINE  
CONTENT 



While our team of moderators reviews the forum’s 
content to ensure the safety of users, Espace TJ 
is designed to be a space for conversation by 
teens, for teens. Users can post all their questions 
anonymously on any topic and get tips and advice 
from their peers. Not all users of online forums 
are active. However, teens who may not be 
comfortable sharing their own stories still benefit 
from reading their peers’ posts and comments. 

THESE ARE SOME OF THE NEEDS THE ESPACE TJ FORUM  
IS MEANT TO ADDRESS.

Espace TJ: a forum to remind  
teens they’re not alone

A sense of belonging 
 in a supportive  

community

 Getting answers  
to important questions 

 teens don’t feel comfortable 
asking around their friends

Identifying with others  
who have gone through 

similar experiences Espace TJ: in the first 7 months...
  80,787 visits to our forum

  862 accounts created 

  502 posts and  1,673 replies

Most frequent themes 
  Sexual diversity and gender

  Asking for help

  Being in love

  Stress and anxiety 

  Friendships 

For the next year, we want to double the number 
of active accounts and interactions on the forum. 
We’re currently exploring various strategies on how 
we can optimize the user experience and strengthen 
the sense of belonging in this supportive community. 

Stay tuned!

THE SOCIAL



« « 
Jeune d’expérience peer chat: support from peers who 
have been through similar experiences
Launched in April 2021, the Jeune d’expérience 
service is offered entirely by young counsellors in 
training who are like big brothers and big sisters 
that teens can relate to and chat with as equals. 
What makes this professional intervention 
service unique is its format: an informal chat 
where participants can offer tips and advice and 
share their own stories. Having recently been 
through adolescence themselves, our 23 Jeune 
d’expérience counsellors act as role models 
who can reassure teens who are nervous about 
opening up to a professional. 

Who are our Jeune d’expérience 
counsellors?
  Aged 18 to 25

  Young counsellors in training

  Equipped by intervention professionals

   Committed to making a difference in the lives 
of young people through an innovative service

“As a counselling student, I was looking for an 
enriching professional experience in the field. That’s 
what inspired me to apply to be a Jeune d’expérience 
counsellor. After over a year working with this  
amazing team, I feel very fulfilled. I never thought I 
could get so excited to start a work shift. I’m always 
eager to discover what conversations I’ll have. That’s 
the beauty of this job: each conversation is unique, 
and each young person brings their own personal 
history. We accept them as they are, where they are. 
Whatever the situation, I always learn a lot from 
these conversations: not only about different 
 realities, but also about myself.” 

Layelle | Jeune d’expérience counsellor

In the past 6 months...
   6,456  young people contacted the Jeune d’expérience service 

   85% of the young people who used the service were aged 12 to 17

   Compared to our intervention centre, teens who contacted the 
Jeune d’expérience service spoke more frequently about romantic 
relationships, peer relationships and school. In this way, adding this 
service to our offer has helped us better meet the diverse needs  
of teens.

Young people gave the Jeune  
d’expérience peer chat service a score of  

4.4 out of 5 
5 = wow!

“It’s like talking to a friend, except there’s no danger that the whole school 
will find out after an argument because someone decides to take revenge  
or likes to gossip.” 

Boy  | age 16 

“The person texted the way a young person would text, but also showed 
concern and made me feel like I was talking to a good friend.” 

Girl | age 14 

“I needed to talk and get reassurance about self-harm, depression  
and relapses. She gave me tips that she had used in similar situations,  
and let me talk about everything I had on my mind. She didn’t judge me.” 

Girl | age 17

THE SOCIAL



Online content:  
helping teens put what they’re going 
through into words
Teens are finding more answers to their questions on Tel-jeunes.com. 
Through our redirection portal and personalized navigation, they’re only 
a few clicks away from our entire service offer as well as content that’s 
relevant for today’s youth. The offer includes articles, testimonials, videos 
and posts from our forum. 

Our content pages have 
had more than 

1 milion 
visits. 

THE INDEPENDENT

A video explaining  
how to use our services  

on our new platform  
has been created. 

https://www.teljeunes.com/Tel-Jeunes
https://www.teljeunes.com/experiencetj/comment-ca-marche


Our intervention centre:  
a qualified team of professionals 
teens can rely on
The Tel-jeunes and LigneParents intervention team remains an essential 
source of specialized support for our clientele. The intervention centre 
continues to be there to welcome, reassure and inform thousands of teens 
each year, helping them find solutions for their specific situations.

Last year, a self-evaluation and support process was launched for 
counsellors aimed at developing and updating their professional skills. 
Through individual and group coaching, development planning and 
continuing education tools, our counsellors sharpened their professional 
judgment, learned to cope with the challenges of frontline intervention 
while avoiding compassion fatigue, and most importantly, provided high-
quality service to our clientele. 

THE MENTEE

Young people gave our  
intervention service a score of  4.1/5  

5 =wow!

A few highlights from the 
past year
   48,525 young people contacted our 
professional help service.

   70% of the young people who contacted 
us were aged 12 to 17.

   64% of them chose to communicate with 
our counsellors via instant messaging (chat/
text).

   More and more boys are contacting us as a 
proportion of overall contacts, a trend we 
want to see continue!

   4% of the young people who contacted us 
identified as transgender.

   Nearly 1 in 2 young people who 
contacted us brought up mental health 
(stress, anxiety, motivation, negative 
thoughts, etc.).

   1 out of 4 mentioned romantic 
relationships and sexuality. The topic of 
romantic relationships came up more 
frequently than in the past, especially 
among boys.

   1 out of 5 talked about relationships 
with family and friends. Challenges around 
communication and family conflicts were 
frequently mentioned by young people who 
identified as LGBTQ+. 

Coaching for the whole team



Active on social media
As part of our commitment to reach more young people in their daily lives, 
Tel-jeunes has been active on the social media platforms used by teens. 
Thanks to our active presence on social media, we’ve been able to create 
visibility for our services and build a community of young people who are 
likely to mention us to their friends. 

Video content for teens to get informed and share 
Throughout the year, we shared testimonials and informative videos 
aimed at teens. We promised to help them find accessible and reliable 
information on the topics they’re most interested in. 

Our presence remains strong
Active in schools

IN THE LAST YEAR ALONE...

   14 members of our team shared 
testimonials of important moments in their 
adolescence.

   We shared 28 items of educational 
content on mental health, romantic 
relationships and sexuality.

   We filmed 5 discussions among young 
people sharing their views on social media, 
diversity, inclusion and much more.

Through our new, fully virtual service offer, we were able to reach 8,000 young people in 12 administrative regions of  
Quebec. Our initiatives over the past year included new interactive workshops on diversity and inclusion and mental health, 
during which we gathered testimonials and questions from secondary school students. Our strong presence at schools 
continues to be an effective way to get visibility for our organization and stay relevant by regularly interacting with teens. 

We’ll also continue providing school staff with tools related to mandatory sexuality education content, as part of a mandate 
with Quebec’s Ministry of Education that we were honoured to renew until 2024.

A media voice for youth and parents 
Our team remains at the forefront of bringing the experiences of youth and parents to the media. And we never hesitate to 
speak out on current issues we deal with in our interventions. Our expertise has been consulted on topics such as eco-anxiety 
among youth and sexual violence in sports. 

In total, these initiatives  
generated nearly 

200,000 
interactions, including over

 1000 shares and saves, 
turning our platforms into  
effective support systems.



Youth committee:  
an important role in  
our decisions
Our 2021-2022 youth committee renewed 
its mandate to ensure that Tel-jeunes comm-
unications, practices and content remain current, 
inclusive and relevant. Sponsored by comedian 
David Beaucage, the committee participated in 
various exciting projects including a podcast and 
played an important role in discussions about 
our new services. The generous and honest 
feedback supplied by our 11 bright young minds 
helped us ensure that our new projects continue 
to address the real needs and realities of teens.

Dans la bulle: the first Tel-jeunes podcast
Hosted by David Beaucage and a member of our youth committee, the 
Dans la bulle podcast offers informal and in-depth discussions on topics 
relevant to youth featuring an inspiring guest. Tel-jeunes is reaching teens 
on the platforms where they consume content on topics like love, friend-
ship, anxiety, cultural identity or feminism. 

   12 episodes covering topics relevant to teens

   Testimonials and authentic discussions with inspiring personalities 

   42,812 total listens



« « 

LigneParents
Our intervention service remains an essential resource for parents of 
teens who have to be pillars of stability for their kids during this uncertain 
period. Our in-depth knowledge of the reality faced by teens has been 
a great asset for parents who have urgent needs and limited resources.

A few highlights from the past year
   22,390 parents contacted LigneParents.

   1 out of 2 parents mentioned supervision at home, rules of life, 
communication or conflict resolution in the family, separation or 
divorce.

   1 out of 4 parents mentioned their child’s mental health (concerns 
about stress, anxiety, negative thoughts or a mental health diagnosis).

   Text services (chat and e-mail) are becoming more popular among 
parents.

   1 out of 4 parents is in a crisis situation when they contact our 
service, an increase of nearly 10% compared to the previous 
year. Many parents talk about a loss of control, feeling distressed, 
suicidal thoughts and hopelessness, and many are experiencing 
intense emotions when they contact us. 

The LigneParents website is an ideal 
resource for parents struggling to cope with 
difficult situations. The content we produced 
was among the most viewed in the past year: 

  Teen violence against parents 

  Mental health

  Suicide

“I called in distress and ended my call with a 
laugh. This service was very helpful for me. 
I never felt judged, no matter what I said. It 
helped me understand why I feel like this and 
even made me feel less guilty about certain 
things. I will definitely call again.” 

Mother |  15 years old teenager 

Parents gave the service  

a score of  4.5/5  
5 = excellent.

https://www.ligneparents.com/LigneParents
https://www.ligneparents.com/LigneParents/Tous-les-themes/Comportements/Adolescence/Violence-de-l-ado-envers-ses-parents
https://www.ligneparents.com/LigneParents/Tous-les-themes/Sante-mentale
https://www.ligneparents.com/LigneParents/Tous-les-themes/Sante-mentale/Suicide


Our dedicated spokespersons

Crédit photo : Rosalie Anne Lavoie Bolduc

A recognized impact

Sarah-Jeanne Labrosse Marina Orsini
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Our Director of Quality, Performance and Partnerships, Vanessa Blouin, 
was also recognized by the prestigious ARISTA Provincial Contest 
organized by the  Jeune Chambre de commerce de Montréal (Junior 
Chamber of Commerce of Montreal) in the category of Quebec Young 
Executive for her leadership and sense of innovation. 

Tel-jeunes received the jury’s special award at the 
Prix de l’impact social (Social Impact Awards) by 
L’actualité magazine in collaboration with Credo. It 
was an honour to see our impact on the community 
recognized in this way!



You help us fulfil our mission
At Fondation Tel-jeunes, we believe that being there for someone at a critical 
time can change a life. As part of our mission, we want all teens in Quebec 
to know they can count on Tel-jeunes whenever they need us. 

We’d like to wholeheartedly thank all the people and businesses who have 
chosen to support our mission. Supporting Fondation Tel-jeunes means 
choosing to directly support thousands of young people and parents who are 
in search of answers during challenging moments in their lives. To continue 
to provide our essential services, we rely on your essential contribution. 
Thank you!

Lobster lunch in fully virtual mode
Fondation Tel-jeunes rose to the challenge of the 
pandemic and decided to host this major annual 
business event in a fully virtual format. After 
several months of preparation and big logistical 
challenges, we were proud to host more than 
2,000 participants at our virtual lunch. An equally 
impressive number of lunch boxes also had to be 
delivered to the participants’ homes. 

With Robert Dumas from Sun Life Quebec 
serving as honorary president, and presented 
by our longstanding partner METRO, the  
35th edition of the annual event raised a 
remarkable $540,000. 

Thank you for being a 
part of it!

A moving campaign to increase our visibility
Fondation Tel-jeunes showed its colours with a moving new awareness 
campaign in the spring. We are grateful to Quebecor for supporting the 
campaign’s wide visibility in media. With TV ads, billboards, bus advertising 
and web ads, the campaign reminded the public that they could donate to 
support the activities of Tel-jeunes.



Fizz

We were selected for the Fizz data gifting campaign. For each gift of data 
made among members of the service, $2 was donated to Tel-jeunes, for a 
total contribution of $25,000.

More and more of you are helping us support 
teens: thank you!
More and more people are supporting the work of Tel-jeunes with their 
donations. Last year, we launched the text-to-donate service to meet 
demand and simplify transactions. To make a donation, simply text the 
word DON to 438-300-1413 and select the amount to give. It’s a simple 
and effective new way to support what we do!

Some people choose to make donations, others to organize a fundraising 
event for the benefit of Tel-jeunes. These generous initiatives have raised 
nearly $20,000 for the cause.

In addition to these projects, a number of companies chose to support 
Fondation Tel-jeunes. Here are some of the exciting initiatives we worked 
on together: 

Première Moisson

We’re very grateful to Première Moisson for choosing us as the organi-
zation to receive the donations from the sale of its signature annual log. 
With $20 donated for each pear and caramel log sold, we raised $38,940 
for our cause. 



Maison Simons

Fashion retailer Simons launched its Les émotions, c’est correct collection 
featuring colourful pieces that promote well-being and self-acceptance. As 
part of this initiative to support mental health, $5 per item sold was donated 
to Fondation Tel-jeunes. The stylish initiative raised more than $16,000!

Our generous donors 
Many businesses and private foundations have supported the actions 
of Fondation Tel-jeunes over the past several years. Because of them, 
we’re able to not only imagine but also implement new ways of making a 
difference in the lives of youth and parents. Thank you for your renewed 
confidence in our mission!

Click here   
to view the Fondation  

Tel-jeunes donors’ circle.

Stéphanie Harvey

Season 2 winner of Big Brother Célébrités

The well-known professional gamer and video game developer gave our 
organization great visibility by choosing to donate her $25,000 prize to 
Tel-jeunes. And because the cause is close to her heart, she generously 
raised another $3,000 from her community on popular social platform 
Twitch. 

We are also grateful to Star Académie, the Auto pour la vie program, 
Noréa Foyers l’Attisée, Place Ste-Foy, Laurier Québec and Demain De-
main, who all chose to support Tel-jeunes. 

Your initiatives made a difference!

Thank you for your renewed  
confidence in our mission!

https://www.fondationteljeunes.org/The-Fondation-Tel-jeunes/How-you-can-help/Our-partners
https://www.fondationteljeunes.org/Fondation-Tel-jeunes/Comment-aider/Nos-partenaires


The challenging times we’ve faced over the past couple of years are an 
opportunity to recognize those individuals who know how to make a 
real difference: the people who are prepared to break with convention 
and challenge and reinvent themselves to serve their mission.

As this report highlighted, a number of ambitious initiatives were 
launched for Tel-jeunes with the support of the Government of 
Quebec and Fondation Tel-jeunes. We derive our strength from our 
complementary efforts and from the construction of a social and 
financial support network capable of aligning resources to support the 
well-being of young people.

As directors, we extend our heartfelt congratulations to the amazing 
team, which strives daily to create an environment where teens never 
have to face the questions, problems and challenges of adolescence 
alone. The team continues to increase our impact among youth and 
parents in Quebec. We’re very excited to see the upcoming projects 
by this big and passionate team which we’ve had the honour to 
supervise. We also offer our sincere thanks to all the donors as well as 
the Government of Quebec for helping Tel-jeunes make a real difference 
in the lives of young people.

FONDATION TEL-JEUNES 

PRESIDENT : 
     Suzanne Gendron

    SNC-Lavalin 

SECRETARY :
  Andréa Gattuso 

     Les Produits de  
Plastique AGE 

TREASURER :
  Joanie Maheux

    Deloitte 

GÉNÉRATIONS 

PRESIDENT : 
  Stéphane Fillion 

    Fasken 

SECRETARY : 
   Yves Lokossou

     Intact Corporation  
Financière

TREASURER :
  Stéphane Hamel

    Macogep 

Putting the cause first: 
Dedicated people

Suzanne Gendron 
Chair of the Board of  
Directors, Fondation Tel-jeunes

Stéphane Fillion  
Chair of the Board of  
Directors, Générations

ADMINISTRATORS:
  Geneviève Bouthillier

    Caisse de dépôt  
    et placement du Québec

  Carlo D’Amico
    McKesson Canada

   Mathieu Cloutier
    Tank

   Serge Boulanger
    Metro inc.

  Sébastien Zuchowski  
    Boyden

  Manon Hamel
    Excell Transport 

  Eric Provost 
    Banque Laurentienne

  Benoit Simard 
    Telus

  Céline Muloin
    Fondation Tel-jeunes

ADMINISTRATORS :
  Linda Bergeron

     Head of Human 
Resources 

  Étienne Beaudry
    Barnes Québec

  Geneviève Bertrand 
    Marketing conscient 

  Denis Roussel 
    Cégep de Granby 

   Sylvie Charette
   Tourisme Montréal 

  Céline Muloin
    Générations



Tel-jeunes looks to the future
As we’ve seen, the past year has been one of continuous growth and innovation for 
Tel-jeunes. We’re excited to keep a close eye on the impact that these numerous 
changes will have over the coming months. 

And to stay focused on the goal of reaching even more youth and parents, the new 
Expertise and Innovation segment will address the realities of specific populations 
including boys, LGBTQ+ youth and youth from multicultural communities. Tel-jeunes 
intends to honour its role as a trusted ally by being there for teens, listening to them 
and developing concrete ways to reach them better. A design thinking approach 
is also being explored for identifying the challenges parents of teens face when 
asking for help.

For more updates regarding 
Fondation Tel-jeunes, be sure to

follow us on

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fondation-tel-jeunes/mycompany/verification/
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